CPU Holders

Security Option

Pull Handle

CPU 555

CPU Dolly

Our CPU 555 is the sturdiest CPU holder on the market. While
its heavy-duty construction will easily accommodate oversized
CPUs, it is equally at home protecting mini units from workplace hazards. The security option protects CPUs from theft
or tampering.

This clever design automatically adjusts to CPUs of different
sizes. And the optional Pull Handle makes moving the CPU
from one location to another a snap. Our CPU Dolly is the
perfect choice for a stand-alone CPU holder.

CPU 450

CPU 300

The CPU 450 offers a unique storage solution for the variety
of CPUs found in today’s workplace. Its clever and flexible
design accommodates horizontal and vertical CPUs of most
any size, and it can either be direct or track-mounted to the
underside of a work surface or on a wall.

Offering all the protection and features of our top-of-the-line
CPU 555, our value-priced CPU 300 is perfect for most small
and mid-sized CPUs.

Features and Specifications
CPU 555

CPU Dolly

CPU 450

CPU 300

Adjusts to fit CPUs 3” to 9.5”
wide and 12” to 22” tall

Automatically adjusts to support CPUs up to 9” wide

Adjusts to fit CPUs 4” to
8” by 11.5” to 20”

Adjusts to fit CPUs 3.25” to
9” wide and 10.5” to 18” tall

Designed to easily support
CPUs weighing up to 70 lbs.

Adjustable base handle accommodates CPUs of any depth

Designed to easily support
CPUs weighing up to 40 lbs.

Slides easily and smoothly
on nylon glides in 16” track

Rolls easily on four 2” doublewheel casters to facilitate
access to cables, ports and
drives

Supports both vertical (towers)
or horizontal CPUs

Designed to easily support
CPUs weighing up to 40 lbs.
		
Slides smoothly on nylon
glides in 16” track

Features

Rotates a full 360° for complete
access to cables and ports
Easy-grasp handle facilitates
access

Optional Pull Handle simplifies
transportation of CPU from
one location to another for
servicing

Can be mounted directly to
underside of desk, wall or on
16” track with 360° swivel
for complete access to cables
and ports

Rotates a full 360° for complete access to cables and
ports
Easy grasp handle facilitates
access

Easy-to-install wrap-around
design
Dimensions
Width: CPU width + 3.5”
Height: CPU height + 4.5”

8.5” x 15”, Arm Height: 6.25”
Height: CPU height + 3.75”

Width: CPU width + 2.5”
Height: CPU height + 3.75”

Materials

Color

Warranty

Cold-rolled, powdercoated steel

Black

Lifetime Warranty

All Styles

21% post-consumer
recycled content
9% post-industrial
recycled content
99% recyclable

Width: CPU width +1.5”
Height: CPU height + 3”

CPU Holders
A highly ergonomic work
environment is built around
four primary tools—task chair,
articulating keyboard/mouse
support, adjustable monitor
arm and task light—that work
together to improve the health
and comfort of computer
users. The absence of any one
of these four tools may impact
the ergonomic benefits of the
others, whereas additional
components, such as CPU
holders, can further improve
the workstation’s ergonomics.
To better understand how
the ergonomics leader can
dramatically improve your
workday with the right assessments, tools and training,
contact your Humanscale
representative.

Our Design Philosophy: At Humanscale, we believe the best designs in the world
are based on purpose and function. If a design solves a functional problem as simply
and elegantly as possible, the resulting form will be honest and timeless.
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Recognized by I.D. Magazine
as one of the 10 “Best Companies” worldwide that help
push design forward.
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